and out-of-sample, currency hedging only yields significant improvements in the risk-return tradeoff for fixed income portfolios. For global equity portfolios the Sharpe ratio often decreases when hedging currency risk. Second, speculative currency positions lead to economically large and statistically significant improvements in portfolio Sharpe ratios. This holds in-sample for all passive and active portfolio strategies and home currencies that we consider. The significance of the benefits of dynamic speculative currency positions in global equity portfolios survives the out-of sample tests for several home currencies. Our speculative currency portfolio differs from the simple carry, as it is a mean-variance optimal portfolio, and hence takes the correlations between the different currencies into account. Third, we find that out-of-sample speculative and hedging benefits in global equity portfolios vary substantially over time and are strongly negatively correlated: when currency speculative positions deliver gains, hedging typically induces losses and vice versa.
Introduction
The last decades have seen an extraordinary growth in cross-border investing. The relaxation of foreign holding restrictions, the adoption of the Euro, the tremendous rise in international trade and its accompanying financial claims have led global investing to reach an all time high (e.g. Sorensen et al., 2005 ; DeSantis and Gerard, 2006). One distinguishing feature of international bond and stock portfolios is their exposure to currency risk. In the absence of a currency risk premium, exposure to exchange risk would increase the volatility of international portfolios without a commensurate increase in expected returns, and hedging exchange rate risk through currency forwards is optimal. Indeed, many international investors choose to hedge all or part of their currency risk exposure. Others simply choose to ignore it.
Several international asset pricing models show that, in equilibrium, when currency risk induces deviations from purchasing power parity, investors require to be compensated for bearing exchange rate risk. 3 Importantly, Dumas and Solnik (1995) , De Santis and Gerard (1998) and Lustig and Verdelhan (2007) among others, report empirical evidence of a premium for currency risk. These results suggest that bearing exchange rate risk may actually improve the performance of international portfolios. Moreover a large literature documents the attractiveness of simple currency speculative strategies, such as the carry trade 4 .
Hence, currency forwards may be attractive to international investors not only as hedging instruments, but also as speculative assets due to their non-zero expected excess returns.
We investigate both the potential hedging and speculative benefits of adding optimal currency positions to international equity or bond portfolio for the seven largest developed markets over the July 1975 to December 2009 period. In addition to examining the impact of optimal currency hedges on portfolio volatility, we examine the change in the portfolio Sharpe ratio induced by including optimal currency positions. We decompose the total Sharpe ratio change into the share due to hedging benefits and the share due to speculative benefits. We propose a new test that is very simple to estimate and that allows us to evaluate and compare directly the statistical and economic significance of the changes in Sharpe ratios. We conduct our tests for various passive and dynamic portfolio strategies, under different numeraire currencies, and repeat our tests out-of-sample to examine whether our results are robust in a more realistic setting. 5 First, we find that adding currencies to cross-border portfolios significantly improves their risk-return trade-off. For instance, a US investor who invests in an equally weighted global equity portfolio can improve the portfolio Sharpe ratio from 0.09 per month to 0.19 per month when adding passive positions in currency forwards. Sharpe ratios increase even more dramatically when considering strategies that actively rebalance 3 See, for instance, Solnik (1974b) , Sercu (1980) , Stulz (1981) , and Adler and Dumas (1983) . 4 See, for example, Burnside et. al. (2007 Burnside et. al. ( , 2008 for the carry trade, Binny (2005) for PPP-and momentum-based strategies and De Zwart et al. (2009) for technical and fundamental strategies. 5 We consider two approaches to combine equities (or bonds) with currencies. We add currencies in an overlay fashion first to an equally weighted global equity portfolio and second, to the tangency portfolio of equities only (no short sales).
equity and currency positions based on interest rate differentials and other instruments.
Next, we examine to what extent the gains from currency investing are due to speculative or hedging benefits. Hedging currency risk is aimed at reducing portfolio variance. Indeed we find that minimum variance hedges significantly reduce portfolio volatility, not only in-sample, as is also documented by Campbell, Serfaty-de Medeiros and Viciera (2010), but out-of-sample as well. However, if currency forwards have nonzero expected returns, minimum variance hedges also affect portfolio returns. For bond portfolios, we find that optimal currency hedging improves the portfolio risk return trade-off. For equity portfolios, we find that minimum variance currency hedges typically leads to a decrease in overall portfolio Sharpe ratios.
However, in most cases, the decrease is not significant. Even when we artificially set the returns to the currency hedges equal to zero and only consider the impact of their variance reduction benefit on the equity portfolios Sharpe ratios, we find little evidence that the significant reduction in portfolio volatility leads to significant improvements Sharpe ratios. Overall while the statistical evidence of the risk reduction benefit of minimum variance hedging is strong, both in-and out-of-sample, the evidence is much weaker that hedging improves the portfolio risk-return trade-off.
In contrast, we find that the improvement in the portfolio risk-return trade-off due to speculative currency positions is economically important and highly statistically significant. This finding holds in-sample for all portfolio strategies and home currencies that we consider. The benefits from speculative currency investing are especially large when conditioning the portfolio weights on lagged interest rate differentials. Moreover, for global stock portfolios, the economic and statistical significance of the dynamic speculative currency strategies survive reasonably well the out-of sample tests. The speculative currency portfolio we consider is the optimal mean-variance portfolio composed of the currency forwards. In this respect, it differs from a simple carry trade that goes long in high interest rate currencies and short in low interest rate currencies, as it also takes into account the correlations between the different currencies as well as the expected exchange rate appreciation or depreciation.
Finally, we show that the monthly out-of-sample gains from currency hedging and currency speculative positions in global equity portfolios are highly time varying. Both speculative and hedging strategies experience extended periods of positive and negative performance. Interestingly, we find that the hedging and speculative gains tend to move in opposite directions. For all home currencies, the correlation between monthly speculative and hedging benefits is significantly negative, ranging from -0.37 to -0.50. Nevertheless, we find that both in-sample and out-of-sample the total effect of including hedging and speculative currency positions in international stock portfolios is positive.
There exists a substantial literature on currency investing. Various papers focus solely on the effectiveness of currency hedging. 6 Other papers investigate well-known speculative currency strategies, the carry trade 6 Papers providing empirical evidence in favor of hedging exchange rate risk are e.g. Eun and Resnick (1988) , Pérold and amongst them. 7 In contrast, we analyze both the potential hedging and speculative benefits of adding currencies to international equity or bond portfolios and we examine how they change over time.
Our findings have a number of important implications. First, they are consistent with the existence of currency risk premiums. If currency risk were not rewarded, speculative demand for currencies would not deliver systematic benefits. Furthermore, international investors who do not include currency deposits in their portfolios forego substantial gains. Moreover, we find that the speculative benefits from investing in currencies are higher for dynamic strategies than for passive currency strategies: active currency strategies that exploit the time variation in currency risk premiums can deliver sizeable gains. The high liquidity and low transaction costs of the foreign exchange market makes active currency strategies even more attractive.
Finally, the paper makes a methodological contribution by proposing a new test that allows to decompose a portfolio Sharpe ratio in the contributions from different sub-portfolio or strategies. We use this test to decompose the value added from currency investing into hedging and speculative gains, and to evaluate their statistical significance. The test we develop is simple to compute and easily accommodates frequent portfolio rebalancing based on conditioning information as well as restrictions on short-selling.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the methodology, in which we introduce our new test. Section 3 describes the data and Section 4 presents our in-sample empirical results for passive and active portfolio strategies. Section 5 reports the out-of-sample results and analyzes the time varying hedging and speculative benefits. Section 6 concludes. The appendix provides details on the derivation of our new test.
Methodology
This paper's main objective is to examine to what extent currencies can enhance international stock or bond portfolios and to identify whether the value added of currency positions arises from their hedging or their speculative benefits. We evaluate the performance of an investment portfolio by looking at its mean-variance efficiency, measured by its reward-to-risk or Sharpe ratio. We decompose the total change in the portfolio Sharpe ratio as a result of including currency deposits into hedging and speculative benefits. This section discusses a new test to evaluate the statistical significance of the two components. Schulman (1988) and Campbell et al. (2010) . Papers that do not find clear benefits of currency hedging are e.g. Jorion (1989) and Froot (1993) . 7 See, among others, Burnside et al. (2006 Burnside et al. ( , 2008 and Burnside et al. (2007) , Lustig and Verdelhan (2007) and Jurek (2008) .
One paper that examines benefits from both hedging (from full or universal hedges) and speculative demand for currencies is Glen and Jorion (1993).
Preliminaries
Suppose we have a set of K benchmark (excess) country returns, r x t (i.e., equity returns or bond returns, or both from country x), to which we can add N currency returns, r c t . The currency returns are also excess returns, so they can be thought of as (pseudo) returns on currency forwards. The maximum Sharpe ratio of a portfolio of country returns only is denoted by θ x , the squared value of which is
Here, μ x are the expected excess country returns, and Σ xx is the covariance matrix of country returns. The (squared) Sharpe ratio of a mean-variance optimal currency only portfolio is likewise
When combining all K +N country and currency returns in one portfolio, the optimal Sharpe ratio is denoted as θ cx .
If we consider the country returns to be the benchmark assets and the currencies to be the (new) test 
Under standard regularity conditions, the Wald test statistic for testing the difference between these two squared Sharpe ratios is asymptotically χ 2 N -distributed. 8 
A decomposition: hedging versus speculative benefits
The traditional spanning test based on eq. (3) allows us to analyze whether adding currency returns to an international stock or bond portfolio improves its Sharpe ratio. Our next question is to what extent the total effect θ cx − θ x , can be attributed to the hedging and speculative benefits. Figure 1 illustrates the decomposition of the total change in the Sharpe ratio. This figure gives the lines tangent to the mean-variance efficient frontiers of different portfolios. Line c is the frontier for the currency-only portfolios and line x is the frontier of the country-only portfolios. In this figure, the country portfolio has a higher Sharpe ratio than the portfolio of currencies. Now, suppose we add a minimum variance hedge to the country returns.
The Sharpe ratio of the optimal portfolio of hedged country returns may be higher (h) or lower (h 0 ) than 8 In the standard spanning test, the Wald test statistic is calculated as W = T × the Sharpe ratio of the unhedged country returns x, as the minimum variance hedge ratios are not aimed at maximizing Sharpe ratios. The total effect of adding currencies to country returns is given by the increase from x to x+c. Hence, the difference between the Sharpe ratio of the full set of country and currency returns (x + c) and the hedged country returns (h 0 or h) is due to speculative benefits of investing in currencies.
Thus, the total effect of adding currency deposits to country portfolios can be decomposed as follows:
The first part is the result of speculative benefits, the second part is the results of hedging benefits. Hence, in order to estimate this decomposition and test the significance of the two components, we first need to estimate the Sharpe ratio of the hedged country returns, θ h . When using currency deposits to hedge currency risk, a minimum-variance hedge strategy follows from the (multivariate) regression:
A minimum variance hedged country portfolio is based on the hedged returns r h t :
An investor who hedges his investments in country (equity or bond) returns using a minimum variance hedge, uses hedge ratios given by b, and ends up with expected hedged country returns a and covariance matrix of hedged country returns Σ uu . The optimal (squared) Sharpe ratio of the hedged country returns is therefore
To test whether hedging currency risk improves a portfolio's risk-return trade-off, we compare the Sharpe ratio of the unhedged country portfolio θ x to that of the hedged country returns θ h . As one set of the assets is not a subset of the other, we cannot use standard test for mean-variance spanning. Therefore, in Section 2.3 we propose a new test for the difference in Sharpe ratios between any two portfolios, based on either overlapping or nonoverlapping assets.
Next, speculative benefits from investing in currencies can be expressed as the difference between the Sharpe ratio of the hedged country portfolio θ h and a portfolio of countries and unrestricted currency portfolios θ cx . As the Sharpe ratio of the hedged country portfolios is the Sharpe ratio of an efficient portfolio of hedged country returns, θ cx can be obtained by adding currency deposits to the hedged country portfolios using the following spanning regression:
Since r h t = a + u t , and since u t is orthogonal to r c t from (6), we get δ = 0, hence:
A spanning test based on regression (9) considers the difference between the squared Sharpe ratio of the benchmark returns, i.e. the hedged country returns θ 2 h , and the squared Sharpe ratio of the portfolio optimized over all test asset and benchmark asset returns, i.e. the combined set of country and currency returns θ 2 cx . This can be written as:
This expression shows that the increase in squared Sharpe ratios due to adding speculative currency positions to a hedged country portfolio exactly equals the squared Sharpe ratio of the currency returns themselves.
Hence, while the currency positions due to hedging demand depend on the base country returns r x t (see eq. (6)), the speculative currency demand does not depend on the base country portfolio. The currency positions due to pure speculative demand are simply the portfolio weights of the mean-variance optimal currency-only portfolio.
To test the change in the portfolio risk-return trade-off after adding speculative currency positions, we could perform a spanning test based on eq. (9). However, this tests the change in the squared Sharpe ratios θ 2 cx − θ 2 h , while our decomposition in expression (5) is based on differences in Sharpe ratios themselves. Therefore, we test both the changes in Sharpe ratio due to hedging demand (θ h − θ x ) and due to speculative demand (θ cx − θ h ) based on our new test, which we derive in the next section.
Comparing Sharpe ratios of any two portfolios: A simple test
Consider two portfolios of (possibly nonoverlapping) assets, x and y and denote their Sharpe ratios by θ x and θ y respectively. Later on, we will use the Sharpe ratio of the unhedged country returns θ x , the Sharpe ratio of the hedged country returns θ h and the Sharpe ratio of the optimal portfolio of country and currency returns θ cx , as inputs for this test. In the appendix we show that the asymptotic distribution of the difference in the two Sharpe ratios is:
where
ρ xy is the correlation between any efficient portfolio of r x t and an efficient portfolio of r y t . This implies that we can test the difference between the two Sharpe ratios by a Student's t-test, with the following test statistic:
Notice that this test is based entirely on the standard summary statistics of the base set of (country and currency) returns. Given these, the test statistic is readily calculated. In case of short sales constraints, the same test can be used, calculating the Sharpe ratios and variances in (12) for the subset of assets for which the short sales constraints are not binding. As with standard spanning tests, the probability that we choose the right subset (based on the sample estimates) converges to one, and will not affect the limiting distribution (see De Roon, Nijman and Werker, 2001 ). Also, as we will discuss in Section 4.2, dynamic strategies based on conditioning information can easily be incorporated. Exchange rate data are also from the IFS database. We use one-month interest rate differentials to construct forward rates. period, which means that we can add 5.7 percent to the mean forward returns to make them comparable to the stock and bond returns. We find that the average currency returns are typically lower than bond returns, except for Switzerland where the average currency return is slightly higher than the average bond return. The volatility of currency returns is typically between that of stock and bond returns, except for Canada where the currency returns are slightly less volatile than bond returns.
The next three rows show the average correlations with the seven stock markets, bond markets and currency forwards. The average correlation of the US stock market with all other stock markets is 0.591, while the average correlation of the US stock market with the seven bond markets is -0.058 and the average correlation with the currency forwards is -0.125. These summary statistics show familiar characteristics for stock and bond markets, as well as for currency markets. We take a closer look at the forward returns and interest rate differentials for all seven home currencies when discussing the speculative currency portfolio in the next section.
4 In-sample analysis
Unconditional results
In the first part of our empirical analysis, we examine the effect of adding currencies to passive international equity and bond portfolios, in which all portfolio weights remain constant over time. We add currencies in two different ways. First, we start with an equally weighted stock or bond portfolio. Then, we add currencies by optimizing over the set of currency forwards and the equally weighted stock or bond portfolio. In other words, we add currencies to the equally weighted portfolio using an overlay strategy. Second, we use another second overlay strategy in which we add currencies to the tangency portfolio of stocks or bonds without short selling. These overlay strategies are typically easily adopted by practitioners. Note that currency deposits are easy to short and are therefore not subject to short selling constraints.
We investigate the hedging and speculative benefits from adding currencies, using the test proposed in Section 2. We calculate the minimum variance hedged returns by regressing the stock or bond returns (of the equally weighted portfolio or the tangency portfolio) on the currency forward returns, as in equation (6).
In Section 4.2 we consider active investment strategies in which portfolios are rebalanced every month.
Our aim is to provide comprehensive analysis of the role of currencies in international portfolios in developed markets. Next to considering different portfolio strategies, we also take the perspective of investors in different countries with different home currencies. Hence, when taking the perspective of a US investor,
we perform the full analysis in US dollar returns. Similarly, when taking the perspective of a Japanese investor, we use Japanese Yen denominated returns. Furthermore, we take the perspective of investors from the Euro-zone, the UK, Switzerland, Canada, and Australia.
Speculative currency portfolios
As can be seen from expression (10) , the composition of the speculative currency portfolio is independent of the base country portfolio, because it is equal to the mean-variance optimal portfolio of the currency returns only. We start by discussing the composition of this speculative currency portfolio. As we are using log returns, the speculative positions are also currency invariant.
The results can be found in Panel A of Table 2 . The reported speculative positions are for a log-utility investor, i.e., with risk aversion equal to one, and should be scaled with the inverse of the actual risk aversion in practical applications. The speculative portfolio contains short positions in the US Dollar and Euro and long positions in all other currencies, with relative large weights in the Swiss Franc and the British Pound and a very small weight in the Yen. To better understand these positive and negative portfolio weights, we calculate the speculative portfolio weights for two hypothetical scenarios.
As a first experiment, we assume that the currencies have zero appreciation or depreciation over our Table 1 , Panel C), and induce diversification benefits in the speculative currency portfolio. As a result, our speculative portfolio does not necessarily take a long position in currencies that on average have a high interest rate with respect to the home currency. In the conditional analysis discussed in Section 4.2, we allow for monthly portfolio rebalancing using lagged interest rate differentials. However, in contrast to the carry trade, our active portfolio strategy incorporates cross-currency correlations by mean-variance optimizing over the larger set of managed currency portfolios.
The role of currencies in passive stock portfolios
We start by investigating the role of currencies in international equity portfolios, using an overlay strategy with respect to the equally weighted equity portfolio (Table 3 Panels A and B). Next, we use an overlay strategy with respect to the tangency no-short sales equity portfolio (Panel C). Whereas the speculative currency portfolios are the same regardless of the strategy used to combine equities with currencies, the hedging portfolio weights are different depending on which overlay strategy we use. Panel A of Table 3 shows the minimum variance hedge positions in the currency forwards when currencies are added to equally weighted equity portfolios. As we are using log returns, the equally weighted portfolio induces the same hedge demand for all investors (Campbell et Unreported results show that the hedging portfolio weights are similar when a minimum variance hedge is applied to the tangency equity portfolio of the seven countries, with short sales constraints imposed. The only difference is that Euro-zone and Japanese investors take a small short position in the Swiss Franc to hedge their currency risk.
Next, we investigate the effects of adding currencies to an international equity portfolio in terms of
Gabaix (2008) performance measures, i.e., the Sharpe ratio. We first discuss the overlay strategy for the equally weighted stock portfolio. Panel B of Table 3 reports the Sharpe ratios of the equally weighted equity-only portfolios for the various investors. While the weights are all the same, the risk-return trade-off of this equally weighted portfolios can differ remarkably depending on the home currency. The Sharpe ratio ranges from 0.049 (Australian dollar) to 0.098 (Euro). Table 2 Panel D shows that over our sample period, the Australian dollar depreciated with respect to all other currencies, while the Euro (German Mark before 1999) appreciated with respect to all other six currencies. Next, we report the change in Sharpe ratios. For each strategy/currency combination, we show the change in the maximum Sharpe ratio that results from i) hedging benefits (θ h −θ x ),
ii) speculative benefits (θ cx − θ h ), and iii) the total change due to currencies (θ cx − θ x ). The table also gives the corresponding t-values, based on the test discussed in Section 2.3.
Consider a US investor who starts with an unhedged equally weighted stock portfolio. She obtains a monthly Sharpe ratio of 0.087. Adding a minimum variance hedge for the six currency forwards decreases her Sharpe ratio by −0.023 to 0.064 per month, but the t-value of 0.71 shows that this increase is insignificant.
The speculative benefits from investing in currencies increase the Sharpe ratio by 0.126, which is statistically significant (the t-value is 2. The results are also consistent for the overlay strategy with respect to the tangency no-short sales equity portfolio, as shown in Panel C. First, across all home currencies, the Sharpe ratio of the equity only portfolio is higher using the in-sample optimal portfolio weights rather than using equal portfolio weights as in Panel B. Using an overlay strategy, the minimum variance hedges lead to extremely small and statistically insignificant increases in Sharpe ratios when the Yen or the British Pound are home currencies. For all other home currencies, Sharpe ratios decrease when hedging currency risk. The decrease in Sharpe ratio is even marginally significant when the Euro is the home currency: it decreases by 0.032 with a t-statistic of 1.75.
In contrast, the speculative currency demand does lead to improvements in portfolio Sharpe ratios, which are significant both economically and statistically.
While these results show that adding constant weight currencies to an international equity portfolio improves its performance, the total portfolio weights in currency forwards can be rather large for some investors, as can be seen in Table 2 Panel A. Although the reported weights are for a log-utility investor, even a risk aversion of 10 would still yield currency positions in the Euro and British Pound exceeding 100% of net portfolio value.
Our first findings imply that passive (constant weight) international equity portfolios can significantly benefit from passively investing in currencies. Remarkably, this added value is due to the speculative benefits from currency investing. For all investors and all portfolio strategies we find that passive speculative demand for currencies leads to substantial increases in Sharpe ratios, which are both statistically significant and economically meaningful. On the other hand, the changes in Sharpe ratios that result from minimum variance hedges are close to zero and often slightly negative and not statistically significant.
The role of currencies in passive bond portfolios
Next, we examine currency investing in international bond portfolios. Table 4 The main difference is that all investors now take a short position in the British Pound. 10 The speculative portfolio does not depend on the base portfolio, irrespective of the strategy or home currency. Thus, for bond portfolios the speculative portfolio weights reported in Table 2 Panel A still apply.
Panel B of Table 4 reports the resulting changes in portfolio Sharpe ratios when the base portfolio is an equally weighted bond-only portfolio. In contrast to the results for equity portfolios, we find that hedging currency risk in bond portfolios leads to an increase in the Sharpe ratio. This increase is statistically significant for all home currencies except for the US investor. If a US-investor would implement a minimum variance hedge for currency risk (based on an overlay strategy), the Sharpe ratio would increase by 0.016.
For other investors however, the Sharpe ratio increase by 0.088 (Euro) to 0.165 (Australian Dollar). These increases are marginally statistically significant for the Euro investor and highly statistically significant for all other investors.
On the other hand, speculative demand for currencies increases the Sharpe ratio by 0.078, across all home currencies. These changes in Sharpe ratios are statistically significant at the 5% level. The total change in Sharpe ratios due to currency investing for bond portfolios range from 0.094 (US) to 0.243 (Australia) and 10 These results are available upon request.
are all highly statistically significant.
Panel C reports the results for an alternative portfolio strategy in which we use the tangency long-only bond portfolio as the base portfolio using an overlay strategy. The results are very similar to Panel B:
currency hedging leads to a significant increase in the portfolio Sharpe ratio for all investors except for the US investor. Also, speculative currency demand always leads to a significant improvement in the risk-return trade-off.
Overall, in contrast for equity portfolios, we find that hedging currency risk in international bond portfolios leads to a statistically significant and economically important increase in Sharpe ratios. Speculative currency investing always leads to a significant increase in the Sharpe ratio, for stocks and bonds, for all portfolio strategies and for all home currencies.
Conditional results

Performance measurement with scaled returns
So far we have examined the benefits from passive currency investing in constant weight international stock and bond portfolios. In this section we allow for dynamically rebalanced international equity portfolios as well as active currency investing. In future research we will also consider dynamic international bond portfolios. Active currency strategies are important in our analysis, as in practice investors frequently rebalance their portfolios as new information becomes available to them. Furthermore, several papers (e.g.
Dumas and Solnik, 1995; De Santis and Gerard, 1998) suggest that the impact of currency risk on equity returns varies considerably over time and may be more difficult to detect in an unconditional framework.
Active (i.e. dynamic) strategies are easily incorporated by using managed portfolios. Therefore, in this section we use dynamic currency and equity strategies that allow for monthly portfolio rebalancing based on lagged instruments. For currencies we use two instruments: a constant and the short term interest rate vis à vis the domestic short term interest rate. For equities, we use as instruments a constant, inflation, the short term interest rate, the term spread, the credit spread and the dividend yield, all for the US market.
Since the Sharpe ratio tests rely on the use of excess returns, the return space can be increased by considering returns on managed portfolios, z k,t−1 r i,t where z k,t−1 is the value instrument k takes at time t−1. The managed portfolio strategy implies that each period a position with a size z k,t−1 in asset i is chosen.
Consider active currency investing. If there are N currencies and L instruments, excluding a constant, then
we have a total of (L + 1) × N assets:
Using this set of (L + 1) × N assets we calculate the portfolio weights of the currencies. Denote i0 the portfolio weight of currency i with return r i,t and denote il the weight of managed currency return z l,t−1 r i,t .
The total position in currency i during month t is now equal to
We first consider a dynamic equity portfolio, based on an equally weighted strategy, i.e. the weights il are equal for l = 0, .., L. We consider a total of 42 managed equity portfolios (seven countries times five instruments plus a constant). Hence, in the dynamic equally weighted equity portfolio, the weight of each managed portfolio is simply 1/42. However, this does not mean that the total positions in the country returns are equal and constant over time, as these total positions w it depend on the realizations of the lagged instruments z t−1 . Then, using overlay strategies we add passive and active currency investments to this dynamic equity portfolio. We add passive currency investments in the same way as as in the previous section. However, we now use the dynamic equally weighted equity portfolio as the base portfolio for the overlay strategy.
Next, we add active currency investments to this equity portfolio as follows. First, we add a dynamic minimum variance hedge, using an overlay strategy. In other words, we calculate the hedged equity returns, where the weights in the minimum variance hedge portfolio of currencies can change depending on the value of the lagged instruments. We calculate the dynamic minimum variance hedge by performing the usual hedging regression eq. (6). However, rather than using the N currency returns as independent variables, we now use the full set of (L + 1) × N returns on managed currencies as independent variables. Note that we consider six currency deposits (vis à vis the home currency) and for each currency we use one instrument and a constant. This leads to 12 managed currency returns. In these regressions, we use as dependent variables the equally weighted dynamic equity portfolio. The next step is to add the managed currency returns to the hedged country returns. This allows us to examine the added value of speculative benefits from actively investing in currencies. To this end, we perform the Sharpe ratio tests using the managed currency returns on the one hand and the dynamically hedged equity returns on the other hand. Table 5 Panel A contains the results of currency investing using active strategies. The panel gives information about the portfolio weights using dynamic equity and dynamic currency strategies for hedge positions. In the dynamic strategies these weights change every month, so we present the average currency positions over the full sample period.
Currency weights in actively rebalanced stock portfolios
The average weights in the dynamic hedging strategies are in line with the ones for the passive strategies,
i.e., also in dynamic strategies investors are on average long in the US Dollar and the Swiss Franc, and short in all other currencies. The Euro investor on average takes a small positive position in the British Pound.
Next, the lower part of the table shows the average active speculative portfolio weights. These results are quite similar to the passive speculative currency demand. On average, investors short the Euro and the US dollar and take long positions in all other currencies. Table 5 Panels B and C decompose the effects of currency investing in a hedging and speculative effect. First, in Panel B we consider adding passive currency investments to equally weighted dynamic equity portfolios.
Performance measures
For a US investor, when adding a static minimum variance hedge to the dynamic equity portfolio using an overlay strategy, the Sharpe ratio decreases by -0.028, which is insignificant. However, when adding a speculative passive currency portfolio, the Sharpe ratio increases by 0.137, which is highly statistically significant and economically important. Finally, the total increase in portfolio Sharpe ratio from adding passive currency investments is 0.109, which is significant at the 5% level as well. Overall, for all portfolio strategies and for all home currencies, we observe that the speculative demand yields a reliable increase in Sharpe ratios of about 0.250 to 0.333 (per month). The total increase in Sharpe ratios is also always statistically significant. In addition, the change in Sharpe ratios due to dynamic hedging is not statistically significant, for equity portfolios which is in line with the results for passive hedging strategies. Economically, the hedge effects are also smaller than the speculative effects; absolute changes in Sharpe ratios due to hedging never exceed 0.016.
The last two rows of Panel C compare the change in total Sharpe ratio as a result of passive versus active currency investing. We find that active currency investing delivers substantially higher gains. The increase in Sharpe ratio varies from 0.153 (Switzerland) to 0.195 (Australia). This increase is both statistically and economically significant, for all home currencies. Table 5 focuses on equally weighted dynamic equity portfolios to which currencies are added using an overlay strategy. We also consider an alternative overlay strategy where the base portfolio is the dynamic tangency no-short sales equity portfolio. This portfolio can be obtained by optimizing over all 42 managed equity portfolios and imposing short sales constrains on the total positions (see Eiling et al., 2009 ).
Unreported results show that the conclusions are robust: benefits from either passive or active currency hedging are not statistically significant, while benefits from passive or active currency speculation are highly significant.
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In sum, adding currencies to passive or active international equity portfolio strategies leads to very similar conclusions. We find that both passive and active currency investing yields meaningful diversification benefits, with Sharpe ratios often more than doubling. Most of the increase in Sharpe ratio is due to speculative benefits of currency investing. These speculative benefits are highly significant, both economically and statistically.
Currency investing when average currency returns equal zero
Our results so far suggest that the positive effect of adding currencies to international stock or bond portfolios is mainly due to speculative benefits. These benefits may arise due to nonzero expected excess returns on currency forwards. One possible concern is that our in-sample estimates of average currency returns are subject to substantial estimation error, which may affect our results. Therefore, as a robustness check we perform our analysis using demeaned currency returns. 12 The standard deviations and correlations remain unchanged. This means that over the full sample period, the unconditional average currency forward return is zero, and therefore by construction passive speculative demand is zero. Consequently, all changes in Sharpe ratios due to passive currency investing are driven by hedging demand. In fact, this may be an even cleaner test of the potential benefits from currency hedging.
The results are presented in Table 6 . We focus on equally weighted overlay strategies for passive stocks . First, the table shows that in all cases, the portfolio Sharpe ratio increases due to currency hedging. This is to be expected, as currency risk hedging reduces the variance but now it does not affect the average returns. However, the improvement in Sharpe ratio is never statistically significant for equities. This supports our previous findings: even when currency returns are zero, minimum variance currency hedges do not significantly improve the risk-return trade-off of international stock portfolios. It is only statistically significant for bond portfolios with the Euro or Swiss Franc as home currencies.
While in this experiment, passive currency speculative demand by construction equals zero, there may be a nonzero active speculative demand. Panel D shows that this is indeed the case. Active speculative currency investing significantly increases Sharpe ratios of managed equity portfolios for all home currencies. 11 Note that the Sharpe ratio of the base equity-only portfolio decreases slightly when we use dynamic rather than passive equally weighted strategies (for example, for the US investor it decreases from 0.087 to 0.076). However, when using optimal dynamic strategies, the portfolio Sharpe ratio always increases compared to optimal passive strategies. For example, for a US investor, the Sharpe ratio of the tangency equity portfolio increases from 0.101 to 0.159 when using conditioning information. 12 This is accomplished by simply subtracting the full-sample average currency forward return from the individual returns.
The results when using tangency optimal stock or bond portfolios as base assets are very similar. The only difference occurs when actively hedging currency risk in an actively managed tangency equity portfolio (without short sales). This results in a marginally significant increase in Sharpe ratios for Canadian and Swiss investors. These results are available upon request.
This paper focuses on the impact of currency investing on the portfolio risk-return trade-off. However, to examine in isolation to what extent the minimum variance hedge reduces portfolio risk, we also perform a simple F -test. In Section 2 we discuss the minimum variance hedge that results from a regression of the unhedged country returns benchmark portfolio r x t on the currency forward returns r c t :
The hedge portfolio is then given by h t = −b 0 r c t and a test for the effectiveness of this hedge to reduce the portfolio variance can be based on the standard F -test:
where K is the number of regressors. The idea is simple: if the regression results in a high R 2 , most of the variance in r x t can be hedged with r c t , and there is a meaningful reduction in variance. Table 6 reports the results; each panel gives the standard deviation of the hedged country returns ("Stdev MVH") and the corresponding F −statistic. The minimum variance hedge is aimed to reduce portfolio variance and we indeed see that in all cases the variance of the hedged country returns is significantly less than the variance of the unhedged country returns.
The results of this F -test seem to contrast the results of our Sharpe ratio tests: currency risk hedging significantly reduces portfolio variance, while it does not significantly improve the portfolio Sharpe ratio, even when average currency returns are set to zero. However, it is important to keep in mind that our Sharpe ratio test accounts for estimation error in mean returns, even when we set average currency returns equal to zero in our sample. One possible interpretation is that our Sharpe ratio test has low power. However, alternatively, the results presented in Table 6 suggest that the estimation error in expected returns is so large that the increase in Sharpe ratio due to currency hedging is not statistically significant. Also, especially for stocks, the magnitude of the variance reduction is relatively small. For instance, the standard deviation of an unhedged equally weighted country stock portfolio is 4.62%. After a minimum variance currency risk hedge, the standard deviation is reduced to 3.63%. Investors care about the risk and the return of their portfolios, therefore the impact of currency positions on the expected portfolio return should not be ignored.
In fact, our base results in Table 3 show that for several home currencies a minimum variance hedge actually worsens the portfolio Sharpe ratio, even when it leads to a significant reduction in the portfolio variance.
Out-of-sample analysis
All our results discussed so far are based on in-sample analyses of currency investing. However, in order to determine whether investors can actually benefit from adding currencies to their international portfolios we need to perform an out-of-sample analysis. We focus on adding currencies to equity and bond portfolios, using an overlay strategy.
We proceed as follows. Using all data up to month t, with a minimum of 90 monthly observations, we estimate optimal portfolio weights of the equity-only (or bond-only) portfolio, the minimum variance hedge portfolio and the optimal portfolio of the country and currency returns combined. Then we use those portfolio weights to calculate out-of-sample returns on the various portfolio strategies for the subsequent month. Based on these out-of-sample returns, we calculate the Sharpe ratios of the unhedged portfolio, the minimum variance hedged country returns and the optimal portfolio of equities (or bonds) and currencies combined. We use the t-test for differences in Sharpe ratios in expression (12) to test for differences in Sharpe ratios, based on out-of-sample portfolio returns.
In addition, we perform an out-of-sample test of the change in portfolio variance due to currency risk hedging. This is the out-of-sample equivalent of the F -test discussed in the previous section. First, we estimate the hedge portfolio over the past t − 1 periods , i.e., we estimate b b t−1 from regression (14) over months t = 1, ..., t − 1. Then, we calculate next month's hedged country returns
where b r x t is the out-of-sample return on the country-only portfolio and b h t is the out-of-sample return on the hedge portfolio. Now note that
In order for currency risk hedging to be meaningful in terms of variance reduction, we need
This means that when we use the out-of-sample returns b r x t and b h t in a regression
we can test the effectiveness of hedging by testing whether γ 1 < −1/2.
Out-of-sample performance measures
We focus on an equally weighted base portfolio. 13 This implies that there is no estimation error in the out-of-sample equity or bond only portfolio. First, we add passive currencies to the equally weighted stock or bond portfolios, using an overlay strategy. Table 7 Panel A reports the results for stock portfolios. The out-of-sample Sharpe ratios of the equity only portfolios are very similar to the in-sample results reported in Table 3 . This was to be expected for the equally weighted strategy, as the only difference is that our out-of-sample analysis starts 90 months after the start of our sample period. We find that adding a minimum variance hedge (where hedge ratios are estimated over all t − 1 past observations) reduces portfolio variance.
For instance, for the US investor, the standard deviation is reduced from 4.70% per month to 3.86% per month after hedging currency risk. The reductions in portfolio variance, although of smaller magnitude than in the in-sample tests, are still statistically significant for all home currencies. However, this does not necessarily imply an improvement of the risk-return trade-off: adding a minimum variance hedge may also affect the portfolio expected return. In fact, we find that for all investors except for the Australian investor, the out-of-sample Sharpe ratios decrease after hedging currency risk. This decrease in Sharpe ratios is even marginally statistically significant for the Euro investor (the t-statistic is 1.85). Adding speculative currency positions leads to an increase in all out-of-sample Sharpe ratios, but the increases are not statistically significant (t-statistics are around 1). Unreported results show that when we take the tangency long-only equity portfolio as the base portfolio (where portfolio weights are estimated using all data up to month t−1), we find marginally significant benefits from speculative currency demand for the Euro-zone and Japanese investors.
Panel B reports the out-of-sample results when adding currencies to equally weighted bond portfolios.
Here, we again find that adding a minimum variance hedge reduces portfolio variance, and the reduction is statistically significant for all except for the US investor. In contrast to equity portfolios, we now observe significant increases in Sharpe ratios when hedging currency risk (except for the US). Adding speculative currency positions actually reduces the out-of-sample Sharpe ratios. This reduction is significant for about half of the home currencies. As the mean variance optimal speculative currency positions for bond portfolios are similar as those for the equity portfolios, and yield positive added returns on average, the decrease in Sharpe ratio is due to the fact that currency speculative positions add more to the volatility of the bond portfolios than they add to the returns. Unreported results show that when the base portfolio is the tangency long-only bond portfolio, the decreases in Sharpe ratios due to speculative currency demand are no longer statistically significant.
Next, we add passive and active currency positions to actively rebalanced equity portfolios. As discussed in Section 4.2, we use 6 instruments, leading to 42 managed portfolio returns. We focus on the equally 13 DeMiguel, Garlappi and Uppal (2009) show that the equally weighted stragegy delivers the best performance out-of-sample.
weighted strategy, which simply invests 1/42 in each of the managed portfolios. First, we add passive currency positions using an overlay strategy. The results are reported in Table 8 In sum, we find that a minimum variance hedge reduces portfolio variance out-of-sample. However, adding currency positions does not only affect the portfolio risk, but also the expected return. We find that for equities, a minimum variance currency hedge typically induces a reduction in portfolio Sharpe ratios. This decrease is even marginally significant for the Euro-zone investor. On the other hand, for bonds we find that Sharpe ratios increase significantly when hedging currency risk, except for the US bond investor. While passive speculative currency positions do not significantly improve out-of-sample Sharpe ratios of international equity portfolios, actively managed speculative currency demand leads to a significant improvement in the risk-return trade-off of managed equity portfolios for various home investors.
Time variation in hedging and speculative benefits
In this section we investigate the variation over time of the hedging and speculative benefits from currency investing. We focus on currency investing in international equity portfolios.
In order to examine time varying hedging and speculative benefits, we consider an alternative performance measure: the M 2 -measure (Modigliani and Modigliani, 1997) . This measure focuses on the change in Sharpe ratios as a result of changes in the mean return component, keeping the standard deviation of the portfolio constant. Hence, the Mthe M 2 measure can be calculated as:
This is an alternative for comparing the Sharpe ratios θ cx and θ c , and is appealing because it provides a performance measure that highlights the difference in returns across the different strategies, for a given level of risk.
We estimate out-of-sample M 2 -measures as follows. We focus on the equally weighted international equity portfolio. First, using all observations over the previous 60 months, we estimate hedge ratios for an overlay strategy and the weights in the speculative currency portfolio. Based on these weights, we compute for the following month the out-of-sample excess returns of country-only portfolio, the hedged country portfolio and the country portfolio to which both speculative and hedging currency positions are added. We scale the returns by the standard deviation of each portfolio estimated over the past 60 observations. To calculate the In particular, hedging (or speculative) positions can lead to performance improvements for several years, before leading to performance deterioration for several subsequent years. The performance cycles are very persistent. Second, the hedging benefits tend to be more in the negative portion of the plots, which is less so for the speculative gains. This coincides with the out-of-sample Sharpe ratio tests discussed in the previous section. Lastly, hedging and speculative benefits are strongly negatively correlated. Unreported results
show that the correlation between monthly out-of-sample hedging and speculative benefits ranges from -0.37 (British Pound home currency) to -0.50 (Yen home currency). 14 For all home currencies, the negative correlation is highly significant, both statistically and economically. This suggests that when currency speculative positions deliver gains, hedging typically induces losses and vice versa. However, as discussed in the previous section, we find that currency positions (for both hedging and speculative purposes) tend to improve the out-of-sample risk-return trade-off of international equity portfolios.
Conclusion
The benefits from cross border diversification have been widely recognized by finance academics 15 as well as investors, many of whom hold portfolios with substantial foreign equity and fixed income holdings. One distinguishing characteristic of global portfolios is their exposure to currency risk. Whether exchange rate risk should be hedged or whether deliberate exposure to currency risk can actually enhance portfolio performance is still a topic of debate. This paper considers both hedging and speculative benefits from currency investing in international equity or bond portfolios for the seven major developed markets between July 1975 and December 2009. We decompose the total change in the portfolio risk-return trade-off into hedging and speculative benefits. This paper proposes a new test for the statistical significance of two main sources of value added from currency investing. We analyze both the in-sample and out-of-sample performance of the various currency strategies. Also, we investigate how hedging and speculative gains vary over time.
Our main conclusion is that the improvement in the portfolio risk-return trade-off due to currency investing is predominantly due to speculative rather than hedging benefits. We come to this conclusion as follows.
First, we find that hedging currency risk in international stock and bond portfolios using a minimum variance hedging strategy almost always significantly reduces the portfolio variance, both in-sample and out-of-sample. However, especially for equities we find that the magnitude of the variance reduction is often relatively small. For instance, for an Australian investor, the minimum variance hedge reduces the standard deviation of an equally weighted stock portfolio from 4.08% to 3.86%.
Investing in currencies not only affects the portfolio risk, but also impacts the portfolio expected return.
Therefore, when evaluating portfolio performance we focus on the portfolio Sharpe ratio rather than just its variance. While for bond portfolios, Sharpe ratios always significantly increase when hedging currency risk (except for the US investor), we find that for equity portfolios, Sharpe ratios often decrease. For the Eurozone investor this decrease is even marginally significant, both in-sample and out-of-sample. Even when we (artificially) set the in-sample mean currency returns equal to zero, we find that the increase in Sharpe ratios resulting from the portfolio volatility reduction due to currency risk hedging is not statistically significant.
In other words, while the volatility reduction benefits of currency hedging are always statistically significant, 15 For instance, Solnik (1974) , Elton and Gruber (1992) , and De Santis and Gerard (1997).
the economic benefits are at best weak or insignificant.
In contrast, we find that in-sample, the gains from speculative currency investing are highly statistically significant and economically meaningful: Sharpe ratios always significantly increase when adding speculative currency positions, for all portfolio strategies (both passive and active) and for all home currencies. For global stock portfolios, the benefits from active speculative demand, where currency positions are adjusted based on lagged interest rate differentials, even survive an out-of-sample test for various home currencies. These results are consistent with the existence of a premium for currency risk. We show that currency investment strategies, especially dynamic strategies, that exploit this currency risk premium can deliver sizeable gains.
Finally, we show that the monthly out-of-sample gains from currency hedging and currency speculative positions in global stock portfolios are highly time varying. Interestingly, we find that the hedging and speculative gains tend to move in opposite directions; for all home currencies the correlation between hedging and speculative benefits is strongly negatively significant.
While the speculative currency strategy we consider is similar to the popular carry trade, there is an important difference. A portfolio of carry trades is typically equal-or spread-weighted. In contrast, our speculative portfolio is based on mean-variance optimization of the returns on all foreign currency forwards, taking into account correlations between the currency returns. Average correlations between currency returns can be as high as 0.59, and induce diversification benefits in the speculative currency portfolio. consider currency investing in a mean-variance framework. However, currency returns may not be normally distributed. A fruitful direction for future research is therefore to investigate the impact of currency investing on the total portfolio skewness.
Appendix: Derivation of the test for differences in Sharpe ratios
When comparing the Sharpe ratios of two portfolios x and y, where one of the sets of assets is not a subset of the other we cannot use the standard spanning test. This appendix derives our test for the difference in the Sharpe ratios of any two (possibly nonoverlapping) portfolios, θ x and θ y . First, the difference between these Sharpe ratios can be written as:
We are interested in is Σ −1/2 xx μ x and Σ −1/2 yy μ y , as the inner products of these terms give us the ingredients for (θ y − θ x ). Using a (feasible) GLS-type estimator for μ x and μ y , with Σ −1/2 xx and Σ −1/2 yy as weighting matrices, we have
where we define ε x,t = r 
The diagonal blocks are identity matrices because v t and w t are normalized residuals, and
yy . Notice that since this is a feasible GLS estimator, we do not have to worry about estimation risk in the covariance matrices Σ xx and Σ yy . This allows us to write
We can express the difference in Sharpe ratios (θ y − θ x ) as
and thus we get for the limiting variance:
where ρ xy is the correlation between any efficient portfolio of r x t and an efficient portfolio of r y t . This gives us a simple expression for the asymptotic variance of the difference between two Sharpe ratios
It is important to note that ρ xy is the correlation between any two efficient portfolios on the efficient frontiers of r yy μ y respectively, where γ x and γ y are not restricted, i.e., we can take any point on the two frontiers. The correlation of two such portfolios equals
which is independent of γ x and γ y . Notice that (25) allows us to put an upper bound on the standard error for the difference in two Sharpe ratios -if ρ xy = −1, the maximum standard error is 2/ √ T . Table 3 : Adding currencies to equally weighted stock portfolios: passive strategies
The table reports portfolio characteristics and performance measures resulting from adding currency forward positions to equally weighted ("stocks EW overlay") and tangeny no-short sales international stock portfolios ("stocks tan nss overlay") in an overlay fashion. We use monthly returns in all currencies in excess of the local short term interest rate. Panel A reports the currency weights due to hedging demand ("HP weights") in the EW stock portfolios. Panels B and C report the decomposition of the change in the monthly Sharpe ratio for the EW stock portfolio (Panel B) and the tan nss portfolios (Panel C). These panels first report the maximum Sharpe ratios of equities alone (unhedged, θ x ), the change in Sharpe ratio when a minimum variance hedge is added (θ h −θ x ), the subsequent change when speculative currency demand is added (θ cx −θ h ), and the total change in Sharpe ratio after adding the currencies (θ cx −θ x ). t-values are given in parentheses.
Panel A: Currency HP weights (stocks EW overlay) The table reports portfolio characteristics and performance measures resulting from adding currency forward positions to international bond portfolios. Panel A reports the currency weights due to hedging demand ("HP weights") and Panel B reports the decomposition of the change in the monthly portfolio Sharpe ratio. Both panels are based on an equally weighted overlay strategy, where currency positions are added to an equally weighted bond portfolio. Panel C reports the performance measures when currencies are added to a tangency bond portfolio (no short positions), using an overlay strategy. Panels B and C first report the maximum Sharpe ratios of bonds alone (unhedged, θ x ), the change in Sharpe ratio when a (static ) minimum variance hedge is added (θ h −θ x ), the subsequent change when (static) speculative currency demand is added (θ cx −θ h ), and the total change in Sharpe ratio after adding the currencies (θ cx −θ x ). The panels also report the corresponding t-values in parentheses.
Panel A: Currency HP weights (bonds EW overlay) to an equally weighted bond portfolio. Using all data up to month t, with a minimum of 90 monthly observations, we estimate the minimum variance hedge portfolio and the optimal portfolio of equities (or bonds) and currencies combined. Then we use those portfolio weights to calculate out-of-sample returns on the various portfolio strategies for the subsequent month. We report the out-of-sample Sharpe ratios of the equity only portfolios and the change in out-of-sample Sharpe ratios due to the minimum variance hedge and due to the speculative demand and the total change. The table also reports the t−statistics for the changes in Sharpe ratios. Finally, the table reports the standard deviation of the minimum variance hedged equity returns ("Stdev MVH") and a t-statistic corresponding to the change in the portfolio variance due to currency risk hedging "t-stat γ 1 ").
Panel A: Out-of-sample performance (stocks EW overlay) This table reports out-of-sample results of currency investing in actively rebalanced equity portfolios, using an overlay strategy. Panel A reports the results for adding passive currencies to an equally weighted actively rebalanced equity portfolio, and Panel B adds active currencies to an actively rebalanced equally weighted equity portfolio. These equity portfolios are rebalanced monthly, based on a set of lagged instruments, including a constant, inflation, the short term interest rate, the term spread, the credit spread and the dividend yield, all for the US market. For currencies we use as instruments a constant and the interest rate differential versus the local short term interest rate. Using all data up to month t, with a minimum of 90 monthly observations, we estimate the minimum variance hedge portfolio and the optimal portfolio of equities (or bonds) and currencies combined. Then we use those portfolio weights to calculate out-of-sample returns on the various portfolio strategies for the subsequent month. We report the out-ofsample Sharpe ratios of the equity only portfolios and the change in out-of-sample Sharpe ratios due to the minimum variance hedge and due to the speculative demand and the total change. The table also reports the t−statistics for the changes in Sharpe ratios. Finally, the table reports the standard deviation of the minimum variance hedged equity returns ("Stdev MVH") and a t-statistic corresponding to the change in the portfolio variance due to currency risk hedging ("t-stat γ 1 "). and speculative benefits (bold line) from currency investing. We estimate optimal portfolio weights and hedging ratios using the past 60 months to estimate portfolio returns in the next month. The M 2 measure gives the change in portfolio return due to currency investing, keeping the level of risk the same as the country-only portfolio. We add currencies to an equally weighted international stock portfolio, using an overlay strategy. 
